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Kinetic capillary electrophoresis (KCE) constitutes a toolset of homogeneous kinetic affinity methods
for measuring rate constants of formation (k+) and dissociation (k) of non-covalent biomolecular
complexes, C, formed from two binding partners, A and B. A parameter-based approach of extracting
k+ and k from KCE electropherograms relies on a small number of experimental parameters found
from the electropherograms and used in explicit expressions for k+ and k derived from approximate
solutions to mass transfer equations. Deriving the explicit expressions for k+ and k is challenging but it
is justified as the parameter-based approach is the simplest way of finding k+ and k from KCE
electropherograms. Here, we introduce a unique approximate analytical solution of mass transfer
equations in KCE termed a ‘‘two-peak approximation’’ and a corresponding parameter-based method
for finding k+ and k. The two-peak approximation is applicable to any KCE method in which: (i) A*
binds B to form C* (the asterisk denotes a detectable label on A), (ii) two peaks can be identified in
a KCE electropherogram and (iii) the concentration of B remains constant. The last condition holds if
B is present in access to A* and C* throughout the capillary. In the two-peak approximation, the
labeling of A serves only for detection of A and C and, therefore, is not required if A (and thus C) can be
observed with a label-free detection technique. We studied the proposed two-peak approximation, in
particular, its accuracy, by using the simulated propagation patterns built with the earlier-developed
exact solution of the mass-transfer equations for A* and C*. Our results prove that the obtained
approximate solution of mass transfer equations is correct. They also show that the two-peak
approximation facilitates finding k+ and k with a relative error of less than 10% if two peaks can be
identified on a KCE electropherogram. Importantly, the condition of constant concentration of B is
always satisfied in macroscopic approach to studying kinetics at equilibrium (MASKE) whether or not
B is in excess to A* and C*, and, thus, the two-peak approximation is applicable to MASKE. It
completes a toolset of fitting-free methods for processing MASKE data and makes MASKE a simple
practical method for finding k+ and k of ‘‘fast’’, ‘‘slow’’, and ‘‘intermediate-rate’’ non-covalent
interactions.

Introduction
The association of biological molecules into non-covalent
complexes is an important phenomenon. A vast number of
studies showed that the formation of such complexes plays a key
role in regulation of cellular processes, such as enzyme activation, transport across membranes, cell signaling, DNA replication, gene expression, etc.1–5 On the other hand, undesirable
protein aggregation can lead to the formation of pathological
structures that cause, for example, prion and amyloid diseases.6,7
In order to use non-covalent macromolecular interactions in
a variety of biomedical applications, a better understanding of
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such interactions is required. This requires, in particular, studies
of kinetics and thermodynamics of non-covalent complex
formation. To date, several methods have been developed to
measure kinetic and thermodynamic constants of complex
formation and dissociation.8–37 One of such methods is surface
plasmon resonance (SPR), in which one reactant, A, is immobilized on a solid sensor surface, whereas the other reactant, B, is
free in solution contacting the surface with reactant A.8 In SPR,
the complex C is formed on the surface, and the kinetics of
complex formation and dissociation is monitored under the
condition of perturbed equilibrium caused by a change in the
concentration of B on the sensor. SPR belongs to a group of
heterogeneous methods. They all suffer from non-specific
binding of reactant B to the surface. In addition, the immobilization of A on the surface can change its affinity to B. Homogeneous methods include, for example, affinity capillary
electrophoresis (ACE) metods9–12 and kinetic capillary electrophoresis (KCE) methods13–20 that manipulate the concentrations
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of A, B, and C in solution via their differential electrophoretic
mobilities. KCE methods use perturbed-equilibrium conditions
and can work in a wide range of rate constants. ACE and KCE
methods were successfully applied to kinetic and thermodynamic
studies of macromolecular complexes21–29 and to the selection of
DNA aptamers.30–34 KCE methods often require a non-uniquely
defined iterative procedure of fitting the calculated reactant
concentrations into the experimental data. Microscopic methods
of measuring rate constants k+ and k are usually more
complicated since these methods require monitoring concentrations in microscopic volumes. They include for example nanopore amperometry, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, and
fluorescence resonance energy transfer.35–37 The microscopic
methods deal with small reactor volumes and a small number of
molecules in the reactor. As a result, many convenient and
informative detection methods (such as mass spectrometry)
cannot be used.
Macroscopic approach to studying kinetics at equilibrium
(MASKE) allows the determination of the rate constants at
chemical equilibrium.38 MASKE utilizes two mixtures, nonlabeled and labeled, in two following reactions, respectively:
AþB)

kþ

A þ B )

kþ

*C

(1)

* C

(2)

k

k

Components A and B are binding partners and C is their noncovalent complex. The asterisk denotes a detectable label on A
that does not significantly affect the rate constants k+ and k,
which is typically true if A is a big molecule such as an oligonucleotide or protein. Also, the label is assumed not to significantly change the physical properties of A and C, such as their
electrophoretic mobilities. MASKE can be implemented by using
a capillary as a reactor and electrophoresis as the driving force of
separating A from C. The reactor is filled with the non-labeled
mixture along all its length except for a small portion where
a plug of the labeled mixture is placed (Fig. 1a). The MASKE
setup requires the maintenance of a chemical equilibrium
between A + A*, B, and C + C*:
ðA þ A Þ þ B )

kþ

* ðC þ C Þ;

Kd ¼ k =kþ

(3)

Fig. 1 Illustration of two types of initial conditions with a single plug of
the labeled mixture (shaded) of A* and C* being a common feature: a)
a more constrained MASKE setup with the labeled-mixture plug surrounded by the non-labeled mixture of A and C and b) a general ‘‘twopeak approximation‘‘ setup in which the presence of A and C outside of
the labeled-mixture plug is not necessary if B is present in access to A*
and C* and, therefore, its concentration, B, remains constant.

the best fit is achieved due to a correct determination of k+ and k
or due to an incorrect choice of the unknown initial label distribution. Besides, the fitting procedure requires substantial
computation time (several hours) even with modern computers.
The pattern-based approach is also used in other KCE methods of
rate constant determination.13–17 An alternative parameter-based
approach relies on obtaining a small number of characteristic
parameters from experimental label-propagation patterns.38–40
These parameters can be utilized to calculate k+ and k, using
relatively simple approximate solutions to differential equations
for mass transfer of the labeled components. Finding such
approximate solutions is challenging and usually each solution
only serves for a limited range of k+ and k. However, if multiple
solutions are found to cover a whole range of physically attainable
k+ and k, such solutions serve as the simplest way of extracting
kinetic data from KCE electropherograms. The simplicity of the
parameter-based approach of finding k+ and k in KCE is the
major motivation of our current effort towards deriving approximate solution of mass-transfer equations in KCE.
In the present work, we report an approximate analytical
solution of mass transfer equations in KCE and a corresponding
simple parameter-based method for finding k+ and k.

k

which itself requires a more experimental setup than in other KCE
methods. As a result of such equilibrium, the concentrations of
A + A*, B, and C + C* do not change with time or spatial coordinate, which, in turn, leads to the existence of an exact solution of
the mass transfer equations for A* and C* in MASKE.38 Though
this solution is fairly complicated, it allows one to numerically
build simulated label-propagation patterns. The latter can be
fitted into the experimental patterns through non-linear regression by varying k+ and k and until the best fit is found.
The pattern-based approach to finding rate constants requires
the knowledge of the label distribution in the initial zone of the
labeled mixture. Otherwise, this distribution must be included into
a set of parameters that have to be fitted. The use of too many
unknown parameters in the fitting procedure could result in lower
accuracy of found k+ and k. Indeed, sometimes it is not clear if
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Results and discussion
Two-peak approximation approach
We study a non-equilibrium reaction (2) in a general case when
two peaks can be identified in KCE electropherograms of the
mixture of A* and C* (Fig. 2a and 2b) provided that the
concentration of B remains constant in the reaction (2). This
condition can be satisfied in various experimental setups. For
example, the constancy of the concentration of B can be readily
achieved if the total amount of B (in free and complexed forms) is
in access of the total amount of A* (in free and complexed forms)
or if B is equilibrated with its dimer B2 that is present in excess to
B. In the latter case the concentration B itself can be of the same
order of magnitude as the concentrations of A* and C*. In such
setups, the presence of A and C outside the plug are not required
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

Fig. 2 Three types of temporal propagation patterns of the mixture of
A* and C* depending on ratios between the characteristic separation and
equilibration times, tsep/teq: (a) two narrow peaks with a low ‘‘bridge’’
between them at slow equilibration, (b) two peaks with a high ‘‘bridge’’ at
moderate-rate equilibration, and (c) a single peak at fast equilibration.
Parameters tsep and teq are defined by eqn (5).

at all (Fig. 1b) and the labeling of A and C inside the plug serves
only for their sensitive detection and identification of the two
peaks. Therefore, the labeling is not required if the peaks can be
observed with a label-free detection technique. Finally, the
constancy of concentration of B is always achieved in MASKE.
However, in MASKE, the labeling of A and C in the ‘‘labeled
mixture’’ is absolutely required. Thus, the general setup with
constant B considered in this work has a wider area of applications than the MASKE setup does. In particular, the developed
approximate solution of mass transfer equations is valid for nonequilibrium reaction (2) and, therefore, can be used in nonequilibrium KCE methods. The proposed way of finding k+ and
k utilizes only the parameters associated with the two peaks. We
coin the term of ‘‘a two-peak approximation in KCE’’ for the
developed analytical solution of mass transfer equation and
a corresponding method for finding k+ and k.
Conditions required for the applicability of the proposed twopeak approximation method can be tested by different means.
Regarding the constancy of B, it would be usually enough to
verify that B was taken in excess to A during the preparation of
both the plug and the buffer outside the plug. The constancy of B
can be tested more accurately by measuring the background
signal in separate experiments with B also labeled. The presence
of two distinguishable peaks is often evident from electropherograms. The assignment of these peaks to components A* and
C* can be verified by other KCE methods, in particular, by nonequilibrium capillary electrophoresis of equilibrium mixture
(NECEEM).13–16 These methods also allow one to exclude
a possible formation of larger complexes in addition to the
bimolecular ones. Prior knowledge about reactions (1) and (2),
such as identities and some properties of the reactants (and the
label if there is one), are also required. In particular, it should be
known that reactants are not prone to the formation of multimolecular complexes since the two-peak approximation is
developed specifically for biomolecular reactions (1) and (2).
To develop the two-peak approximation, we transformed
partial differential equations for the local concentrations of
A* and C* into ordinary differential equations for the total
amounts of A* and C* in the peaks. The obtained ordinary
differential equations were solved; as a result, approximate
algebraic relations between k+ and k and a number of
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

parameters characterizing the temporal propagation patterns of
mixture of A* and C* were found. These parameters include:
(i) the total amounts of mixture of A* and C* in the peaks
flanking the bridge (see Fig. 2a and 2b); and (ii) migration
times of the peaks to a detector. To obtain the required
parameters, two experiments would be sufficient. They must be
performed under similar conditions, with the only difference
being the distance from the initial position of the plug to the
detector. We tested the proposed approach using numerically
simulated propagation patterns of mixture of A* and C*. These
patterns were obtained with the exact solution of the mass
transfer equations for A* and C* in the case B remaining
constant that was developed elsewhere.38 The original values of
k+ and k are obviously known in such simulated experiments,
which makes them the best testing tool. The calculated patterns
also allowed us to study the accuracy of the determination of
k+ and k by the two-peak approximation. The results show
that the values of determined k+ and k are very close to the
ones used in the simulation. The developed approach can be
applicable to highly-selective interactions of biomolecules,
which typically interact with lower k+ and k. Such reactions
are more likely characterized by equilibration times that
are comparable to (or greater than) the separation times in
capillary electrophoresis and, therefore, the two peaks can
be identified in the electropherograms (Fig. 2a and 2b). The
two-peak approximation can be also applied to the MASKE
method as B always remains constant in MASKE. When added
to the previously developed parameter-based method for
fast equilibration,38 the two-peak approximation completes
a toolset of fitting-free approaches for MASKE. This also
makes MASKE a simple practical method for finding the
widest range of k+ and k.
Approximate solution of mass transfer equations
We consider the following setup for the two-peak approximation
in KCE (see Fig. 1b). A long and narrow capillary is coaxial with
the x coordinate. The velocities and initial concentrations of
components do not change significantly across the capillary. The
longitudinal Peclet number is very large. Such a reactor can
usually be considered as a one-dimensional infinite reactor, in
which longitudinal diffusion is negligible. A reversible binary
reaction (2) of the components A* and B results in the affinity
complex C* ¼ A*B. Generally speaking, chemical reaction (2) is
in its non-equilibrium state and is characterized by rate constants
of the forward and reverse processes, k+ and k, respectively.
Mass transfer of A* and C* is described by the following
equations:
ðvt þ vA vx ÞA* ¼ kþ A*B þ k C*
ðvt þ vC vx ÞC* ¼ kþ A*B  k C*

(4)

where vx and vt are partial derivations by the spatial coordinate
and time, respectively; A* and C* are linear concentrations of A*
and C*, respectively (i.e. amounts of A* and C* per unit length of
the reactor); B is a volume concentration of B that remains
constant throughout the capillary (B ¼ const); and vA and vC are
the velocities of A* and C*. Hereafter the asterisk can be omitted
if the labeling of A and C in the plug is not required for the
detection of peaks.
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We assume that components A* and C* are introduced in the
initial zone of spatial width W (along the capillary) at t ¼ 0.
After that (at t > 0) distributions of A* and C* are defined by
two simultaneous processes that are described by eqn (4). The
first process is the movement of A* and C* with different
velocities (we assume for definitiveness that vC > vA > 0) that
results in their separation. The second process is the forward
and reverse reactions (2) between A*, B, and C* that lead to
equilibration between A* and C*. The characteristic times of
separation and equilibration, tsep and teq, respectively, are given
by:39
tsep ¼

W
;
jnC  nA j

teq ¼

1
kþ B þ k

(5)

Definition (5) of tsep is based on the full width W of the initial
zone, which corresponds to an upper estimate for tsep. If the
concentration profile in the initial zone is modeled by the
Gaussian distribution, then W is defined as the distance between
points where the total concentration of A* and C* is equal to 1%
of its maximum value.
If tsep  teq or tsep  teq, two peaks of the mixture of A* and C*
can be observed for some time after introducing this mixture as
the initial zone of width W and starting the separation (Fig. 2).
These peaks move with velocities vA and vC. We will denote them
as zones (or peaks) A* and C*, respectively, since they mainly
contain intact components A* and C*. The existence of such
zones allows the following approximate equations to be derived
from basic eqn (4) (see the Supplementary Information†):


dA*a
dCa*
3
¼ kþ BA*a þ k Ca* ;
¼ kþ BA*a  k þ
Ca* ; (6)
tsep
dt
dt


dA*c
3
¼  kþ B þ
A*c þ k Cc* ;
tsep
dt

dCc*
¼ kþ BA*c  k Cc*
dt
(7)

Here, d/dt is the ordinary derivation by time, A*a and C*a are
the total amounts of A* and C* in zone A*. Similarly, A*c and C*c
are the total amounts of A* and C* in zone C*. Hereafter,
lowercase subscripts a and c are used to denote characteristics of
zones A* and C*, respectively. In contrast, capital subscripts A
and C indicate characteristics of components A* and C* themselves, such as velocities (vA and vC) or quantum yields (see
relations (22) below).
Eqn (6) and (7) contain the ordinary derivation by time rather
than the partial derivations by time and spatial coordinate, as the
basic eqn (4) do. This fact tremendously simplifies the analysis of
propagation of components A* and B*. Indeed, an exact solution to eqn (6) and (7) can be expressed in the following form (see
derivations of (8)–(12) in the Supplementary Information†):
A*a ¼ Naexp(lat), C*a ¼ haNaexp(lat)

(8)

A*c ¼ hcNcexp(lct), C*c ¼ Ncexp(lct)

(9)

Here, Na and Nc are non-negative constants that can be
expressed in terms of the initial amounts of A* and C*. Coefficients la, lc, ha, and hc depend on parameters Bk+, k, and tsep
and are determined as follows:
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sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3Bkþ
la ¼ U  U 2 
;
tsep
Uh

ha ¼

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3k
lc ¼ U  U 2 
;
tsep



1
3
Bkþ þ k þ
;
2
tsep

Bkþ  la
;
k

hc ¼

k  l c
:
Bkþ

(10)

(11)

(12)

Relations (10)–(12) result in ha and hc satisfying the following
inequalities (see the Supplementary Information†):
ha $ 0,

hc $ 0

(13)

Therefore, solutions (8) and (9) satisfy the requirement of
non-negativity of A*a, C*a, A*c, and C*c. Eqn (8)–(12) constitute
a core of two-peak approximation in KCE. They express
reactant amounts in the peaks in a simple explicit form, which
can facilitate simple data analysis in KCE and MASKE.
If the ratio tsep/teq tends to zero, coefficients la and lc are
determined by the following simple relations (see the Supplementary Information†)
la z Bk+,

lc z k

(tsep  teq).

(14)

In turn, relations (8), (9), and (12) guarantee that C*a and
A*c approach zero if la and lc approach Bk+ and k, respectively. We can conclude that the structure of solutions (8)
and (9) depends on the rate of equilibration in the
following way. At moderate-rate equilibration (i.e. at tsep/teq
 1), each of the zones A* and C* contains both A* and C* and
each of the coefficients la and lc depends on both rate
constants. In contrast, at slow equilibration (i.e. at tsep/teq  1),
each of zones A* and C* practically contains only a component
after which this zone is named while the other (alien)
component is depleted. Also, at slow equilibration, la depends
only on Bk+ and lc depends only on k according to
relations (14).

Rate constant determination by two-peak approximation
Solutions (8) and (9) yield the following expressions for the
total amounts of the mixture of A* and C*, La and Lc, in zones
A* and C*:
La h A*a + C*a ¼ (1 + ha)Naexp(lat)

(15)

Lc h A*c + C*c ¼ (1 + hc)Ncexp(lct)

(16)

These relations allow the coefficients la and lc to be determined if the amounts La and Lc are measured at some time t > 0.
Importantly, this can be done even if the values of Na and Nc are
unknown. In this case, one should find the values of La at two
different times, ta1 and ta2, and also find the values of Lc at some
other times, tc1 and tc2 (Fig. 3).
The substitution of these data, i.e. values of La and Lc and
values of corresponding times, in (15) and (16) leads to a system
of simple equations that yield the following expressions for the
coefficients la and lc (see the Supplementary Information†):
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

A*fa ¼ gAA*a,

C*fa ¼ gCC*a,

A*fc ¼ gAA*c,

C*fc ¼ gCC*c

(23)

Here, A*fa and C*fa are the total signals from A* and C* in zone
A*. Similarly, A*fc and C*fc are the total signals from A* and C* in
zone C*. Therefore,
Lfa ¼ A*fa + C*fa ¼ gAA*a + gCC*a,
Lfc ¼ A*fc + C*fc ¼ gAA*c + gCC*c

Fig. 3 Examples of simulated temporal propagation patterns of the
mixture of A* and C*. Migration time is measured from the introduction
of the initial plug. The peaks appear at different times for different travel
distances x1 and x2 from the initial plug to the detector. At vC > vA, peak
C* reaches the detector earlier than peak A*. As time increases, the peak
heights and areas decrease, and the distance between the peaks grows.

1
La ðta1 Þ
;
la ¼
ln
ta2  ta1 La ðta2 Þ

1
Lc ðtc1 Þ
lc ¼
:
ln
tc2  tc1 Lc ðtc2 Þ

(17)

Given that the values of la and lc are found, the rate constants
can be readily obtained by solving eqn (10) and (11) with respect
to Bk+ and k (see the Supplementary Information†). As a result,
we have the following expressions for the sum Bk+ + k h 1/teq
and for each of the rates constants in terms of la and lc:


3ðla þ lc Þ  tsep l2a þ l2c
1
(18)
¼
teq
3  tsep ðla þ lc Þ

Bkþ ¼

k ¼

1þ


tsep
la  tsep l2a
3teq



tsep
1þ
lc  tsep l2c
3teq

(19)

(20)

Here, expression (18) for 1/teq should be substituted in (19) and
(20). Relations (17) use total amounts of the mixture of A* and
C* in the peaks, whereas the experimental data, such as electropherograms, operate with signals (optical, electrochemical,
etc.). Therefore, relations (17) have to be modified in such a way
that the values of la and lc are expressed in terms of signals from
A* and C* rather than their total amounts. This can be easily
done in a general case when signals are proportional to
concentrations:
A*f ¼ gAA*,

C*f ¼ gCC*

(21)

were A*f and C*f are the signals generated by A* and C*, respectively. For example, in the case of fluorescence detection, the
coefficients gA and gC can be expressed as follows:39
gA ¼

QA
;
cA

gC ¼

QC
cC

(22)

Here, QA and QC are absolute quantum yields of A* and C*
and cA and cC are proportionality coefficients.41,42 They depend
on fluorophores and detectors used for sensing A* and C*. Given
relations (21), we have:
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

(24)

were, Lfa and Lfc are the total signals from the mixture of A* and
C* in zones A* and C*, respectively. Substitution of (8) and (9)
into (24) leads to expressions for Lfa and Lfc that have the same
structure as (15) and (16), i.e. Lfa and Lfc turn out to be
proportional to exp(lat) and exp(lct), respectively. As
a result, all considerations that lead to (17) remain valid for
signals and, therefore, (17) holds if we replace the total amounts
of the mixture of A* and C* (in zones A* and C*), La and Lc,
with their total signals, Lfa and Lfc, respectively,
la ¼

1
Lfa ðta1 Þ
ln
;
ta2  ta1 Lfa ðta2 Þ

lc ¼

1
Lfc ðtc1 Þ
ln
tc2  tc1 Lfc ðtc2 Þ

(25)

Here, Lfa(ta1) and Lfa(ta2) are the total signals from the mixture
of A* and C* in zone A* at times ta1 and ta2, respectively.
Similarly, Lfc(tc1) and Lfc(tc2) are the total signals from the
mixture of A* and C* in zone C* at times tc1 and tc2, respectively.
Actually, one needs to know only the ratios of corresponding
total signals that appear in (25) rather than the total signals
themselves. These ratios can be estimated as ratios of the signal
areas or even as ratios of the signal maxima corresponding to
peaks A* and C* in spatial or temporal propagation patterns of
the mixture of A* and C* (see the Supplementary Information†).
Calculations based on peak heights are simpler than those based
on peak areas since the former do not require the determination
of boundaries of zones A* and C*.
Thus, to determine the rate constants, one should find the
ratios of the total signals measured at two different times (in each
of zones A* and C*). That can be achieved by placing a detector
at different distances from the initial plug (Fig. 3). Practically this
is achieved by performing 2 experiments with injections from
different ends of the capillary. Then, parameters la and lc should
be determined from (25). Finally, the equilibration time teq and
the rate constants k+ and k are calculated using expressions
(18)–(20). The concentration of B that appears in (19) should be
known and chosen in such a way that heights of peaks A* and C*
are of the same order of magnitude. The two-peak approximation can be applicable to the rate constant determination as soon
as peaks A* and C* exist, which is always the case for slow and
moderate-rate equilibration.
Test of applicability of the two-peak approximation to rate
constant determination
To study the accuracy of finding k+ and k using the two-peak
approximation in KCE, we need to analyze temporal propagation patterns of components A* and C* participating in reaction
(2) at various known values of k+ and k. The best way to
produce such patterns is to simulate them using the exact solution for eqn (4) at B ¼ const.38 A program, based on such exact
solution, allows one to change basic parameters (k+, k, vA, vC,
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B, and W) and calculate simulated temporal propagation
patterns of A* and C*. Then the latter can be utilized to backcalculate k+ and k by using expressions (25) and (18)–(20). Since
the true values of k+ and k are known in this case, corresponding relative errors d+ and d (an absolute value of the ratio
between the deviation from the true value and the true value) are
easy to determine. Of course, the exact solution for eqn (4) can
also be used in the pattern-based approach to finding k+ and k.
However, the latter requires a fitting procedure that is computatively non-transparent and much more complicated than
simple explicit expressions (18)–(20) and (25).
We simulated a total of 62 temporal propagation patterns of the
mixture of A* and C* mimicking experimental electropherograms. They corresponded to various values of k+, k, and B and
to different positions of the detector. The values of the velocities
and the initial plug width were vC ¼ 0.09 cm/s, vA ¼ 0.06 cm/s, and
W ¼ 1.2 cm, which are typical for capillary electrophoresis-based
experiments. We assumed, for simplicity, that the signal is directly
proportional to the total concentration of A* and B* (gA ¼ gC).
We also used the peak heights to estimate the ratio of the total
signals (or the total amounts) of the mixture of A* and C* in zones
A* and C*. A similar procedure based on peak areas rather than
peak heights is discussed in the Supplementary Information.†

Fig. 4 Values of the rate constants determined from simulated ‘‘experiments’’ versus the rate constants used in simulations. The colored solid
lines correspond to expressions (18)–(20), whereas the broken ones
correspond to expression (14). The solid black lines show the ideal case
(no errors). Three values of the Kd/B ratio (shown in the graphs) were
used in calculations.
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Results of these 62 ‘‘experimental’’ tests are presented in the
two next figures. Fig. 4 shows dependencies of the rate constants
determined by the two-peak approximation (the solid colored
lines) on their values, used to produce simulated electropherograms. The broken colored lines depict values of the rate
constants calculated using expressions (25) and, then, rough
approximation (14), instead of more precise relations (18)–(20).
The black solid lines in Fig. 4 correspond to the ideal case in
which the determined rate constants would coincide with the
ones used in simulation (the absence of any error). Fig. 5 shows
dependencies of corresponding relative errors d+ and d on the
dimensionless parameter tsep/teq. Again, the solid lines correspond to calculations based on expressions (25) in a combination
with relations (18)–(20) whereas the broken lines correspond to
calculations based on a combination of (25) and (14).
The upper limit of the rate constant ranges in Fig. 4 correspond to propagation patterns of the mixture of A* and C*, in
which the peaks A* and C* shown in Fig. 3 would become almost
undistinguishable. The same is true for the upper limit of the tsep/
teq ratio in Fig. 5. At higher values of this ratio, peaks A* and C*
disappear entirely and the one-peak pattern immerges (Fig. 2c).
The data in Fig. 5 shows that the two-peak approximation (based
on relations (25) and (18)–(20)) facilitates the determination of
the rate constants and insures relative errors lower than 10% in
the entire range of conditions in which peaks A* and C* can be

Fig. 5 Relative errors, d+ and d, in the determination of k+ and k
versus the ratio of characteristic separation and equilibration times.
Errors resulting from the use of (18)–(20) are shown by the solid lines
whereas the ones resulted from the use of (14) are depicted by the broken
lines.
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identified. A comparison of the colored solid and broken lines in
Fig. 5 shows that these errors are approximately 10 times smaller
if the full solutions (18)–(20) are used instead of limiting
expressions (14), derived at tsep  teq. The improvement is
significant even at small values of tsep/teq.

Conclusions
In this work, we introduced a two-peak approximation in KCE
that includes: (i) a new approximate analytical solution of masstransfer equations for the non-equilibrium reaction (2) and (ii)
a simple parameter-based method for finding rate constants k+
and k for this reaction. We considered a general case with two
requirements: (i) two peaks can be identified in electropherograms of reactants A* and C* (Fig. 2a and 2b) and (ii) B ¼ const
in reaction (2). The constancy of B is readily achieved if B is
present in access to A* and C* or if B is equilibrated with its
dimer B2 that is present in excess to B. In the latter case, B itself
does not need to be in access to A* and C*. In such setups, the
labeling of reactants A and C inside the plug serves only for their
detection as no reactants A and C are present outside the plug.
Finally, the constancy of B is ‘‘automatically’’ achieved in the
MASKE setup. However, in this case, reactants A and C must be
present outside the plug and equilibrated with A* and C*
according to reaction (3). The two-peak approximation requires
that two peaks corresponding to intact A* and C*, migrating
with velocities of approximately vA and vC, be identifiable in
propagation patterns of the mixture A* and C*. The presence of
two identifiable peaks corresponds to the case of slow or
moderate rate equilibration (tsep  teq or tsep  teq). The
parameters used in the method for finding k+ and k are: (i) the
total amounts of A* and C* (or the total signal from A* and C*)
in the peaks and (ii) the travel times of the peaks to the detector.
To exclude the need of knowing the initial amounts of A* and C*
in the peaks, we suggest the use of reactors of two different
lengths. The later will make the method applicable to practical
separation techniques, such as capillary electrophoresis by using
commercial instruments. We tested the accuracy of the two-peak
approximation by applying it to 62 propagation patterns simulated with exact solution of eqn (4). We found that the method’s
accuracy was better than 10% for tsep/teq < 2.4. Thus, the twopeak approximation provides a simple and effective way for
studying rate constants of non-covalent interactions according to
reaction (2). Given the fact that the two-peak approximation
works for non-equilibrium reactions, it can be applied to various
KCE methods. Finally, this approximation can be applied to the
MASKE setup. Along with previously developed parameterbased method for fast equilibration,38 the two-peak approximation creates a complete set of fitting-free approaches for finding
k+ and k in MASKE. This should also significantly increase
MASKE effectiveness.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
Two-peak approximation in kinetic capillary electrophoresis
Leonid T. Cherney and Sergey N. Krylov
Department of Chemistry and Centre for Research on Biomolecular Interactions, York
University, Toronto, Ontario, M3J 1P3, Canada
1. Derivation of ordinary differential equations for mass transfer in zones A* and C*
Mass transfer of A* and C* is described by the following equations:

( t  vA  x ) A*   k  A * B  k  C *
(  t  vC  x ) C *  k  A * B  k  C *

(S1)
.

where ∂x and ∂t are partial derivations by the spatial coordinate x and time t, respectively; A* and
C* are linear concentrations of A* and C*, respectively (i.e. amounts of A* and C* per unit
length of the reactor); B = const is a volume concentration of B; and vA and vC are the velocities
of A* and C*; k+ and k are the rate constants of the forward and reversed processes in the
following equilibrium:
k




A*  B 
 C*
k

(S2)



Let us consider propagation patterns in a case of slow (teq >> tsep) or moderate-rate (teq ~ tsep)
equilibration. In this case, the two peaks, A* and C*, can be identified at the flanks of the label
distribution (or the distribution of mixture of A* and C*). They move with velocities vA and vC,
respectively (Fig. S1). As a result, the following transformations hold in zone A*:
d
dt

xa



xa

xa



A *
 dxa
 dxa
A * dx  
dx  A *  xa 
 A *  xa 

dt
dt
t
x
a

xa

 A *

   vA
 k BA *  kC * dx  vA  A *  xa   A *  xa   
x

xa 
xa

xa

xa

xa

 k B  A * dx k  C * dx

and

S1

(S3)

x

x

a

a



a
d a
C *
 dxa
 dxa
C
dx
dx
C
x
C
x
*


*

*
 a  dt
 a  dt 
 t
dt x
x
xa

 C *

   vC
 k BA *  kC * dx  vA C *  xa   C *  xa   
x

xa 
xa

xa

xa

xa

(S4)

k B  A * dx k  C * dx   vC  vA  C *  xa 

.

Here, xa  t  and xa  t  are coordinates of the boundaries of zone A* (Fig. S1). To derive
transformations (S3) and (S4), we used equations (S1) and the four following relations:
xa

A *


 x dx  A *  xa   A *  xa  ,
x
a

xa

C *


 x dx  C *  xa   C *  xa  ,
x
a

dxa
 vA , C *  xa   0
dt

(S5)

Label concentration

The last equation in (S5) follows from the fact that the concentration C* vanishes at the left
boundary of zone A*.

A*
C*

xa xa

Spatial coordinate

xc

xc

Figure S1. Spatial propagation pattern of the mixture of A* and C*. Their sum concentration
coincides with that of the label. Areas corresponding to zones A* and C* are shaded. At vC > vA,,
zone C* is located to the right of zone A* (both zones move from left to right). Coordinates of
the boundaries of zone A* are denoted by xa and x+a, whereas coordinates of the boundaries of
zone C* are denoted by xc and x+c. At k– > Bk+, peak C* is lower than peak A*.

S2

Transformations similar to (S3) and (S4) hold in zone C*:
d
dt

xc



xc

xc

dx 
dx 
A *
dx  A *  xc  c  A *  xc  c 
dt
dt
t
x

A * dx  
c

xc

 A *

   vA
 k BA *  kC * dx  vC  A *  xc   A *  xc   
x

xc 
xc

xc

xc

xc

(S6)

 k B  A * dx k  C * dx   vC  vA  A *  xc 

.

and
x

x

c

c



c
d c
C *
 dxc
 dxc
C * dx  
dx  C *  xc 
 C *  xc 

dt x
dt
dt
t
x
xc

 C *

   vC
 k BA *  kC * dx  vC C *  xc   C *  xc   
x

xc 
xc

xc

xc

xc

(S7)

k B  A * dx k  C * dx

.

Here, xc  t  and xc  t  are coordinates of the left and right boundaries of zone C* (Fig. S1). To
derive transformations (S4) and (S7), we again used equations (S1) and the following relations:
xC

A *


 x dx  A *  xc   A *  xc  ,
x
C

xc

C *


 x dx  C *  xc   C *  xc  ,
x
c

dxc
 vC ,
dt

A *  xc   0

(S8)

The last equation in (S8) follows from the fact that the concentration A* approaches zero at the
right boundary of zone C*.
Propagation patterns simulated with the exact solution of equations (S1) demonstrate the
following behavior after introducing the initial plug containing compounds A* and C*. During
time ~ tsep, the peak corresponding to compound C* moves out of zone A* and the peak
corresponding to compound A* moves out of zone C*. As a result, the distribution of C* in zone
A* and the distribution of A* in zone C* become monotonic and can be approximated using
power series:
C * ( x )  c0  c1 ( x  xa )  c2 ( x  xa ) 2  ...

c

 2
c

A * ( x )  a0  a1 ( x  x )  a2 ( x  x )  ...

( xa  x  xa )

c


c

(x  x  x )

(S9)
(S10)

Since C * ( x ) and A * ( x ) are smooth functions that vanish at xA and xC , respectively, we have:
c0  0, c1  0, a0  0, a1  0 .
(S11)
Therefore:
S3

xa

xc

a

xc

c 
 3
 C *dx  32 ( xa  xa )  ...,
x

 A *dx 

a2 
( xc  xc )3  ... .
3

(S12)

By comparing expansions (S9) and (S10) to (S12) and taking into account only the leading terms
in them, we obtain the following approximate relations:

3
C *( x )  
xa  xa

a

xa

 C *dx,

xa

3
A *( x )  
xc  xc

c

xc

 A *dx

(S13)

xc

Given expressions (S13), relations (S3), (S4), (S6), and (S7) can be rewritten in the form:

dCa*
3(v  v ) 
 k BAa*   k  C A  Ca*
dt
Wa



dAa*
 k BAa*  kCa* ,
dt


dAc*
3(v  v ) 
   k B  C A  Ac*  kCc* ,
dt
Wc



dCc*
 k BAc*  kCc*
dt

(S14)

(S15)

Here, Aa* and Ca* are the total amounts of A* and C* in the zone of A*:
A 
*
a

xa

 A *dx,

xa

xa

C   C *dx ;
*
a

(S16)

xa

Ac* and Cc* are the total amounts of A* and C* in the zone of C*:

A 
*
c

xc

 A *dx,

xc

xc

C   C *dx ;
*
c

(S17)

xc

Wa and Wc are the widths of zones A* and C* that are defined by expressions:
Wa  xa  xa ,

Wc  xc  xc .

(S18)

By taking into account the following definitions for tsep and teq:
tsep 

W
1
,
, teq 
vC  vA
Bk   k

(S19)

and by defining xa and xc so that the widths of zones A* and C* , Wa and Wc, respectively,
would coincide with the initial plug width W:
Wa  W , Wc  W ,

(S20)

we finally obtain ordinary differential equations for mass transfer:
S4

dAa*
  k BAa*  k Ca* ,
dt


dCa*
3
 k  BAa*   k  

dt
tsep



dAc*
3  *
*
   k B 
 Ac  kCc ,

dt
tsep 


 *
 Ca


(S21)

dCc*
 k BAc*  kCc*
dt

(S22)

Equations (S21) and (S22) are identical to equations (6) and (7) in the main text. They allow a
significant simplification of the mathematical part of the developed parameter-based method for
finding k+ and k. At the same time, this simplification results in only 10% relative errors in the
rate constants as was shown by our detailed study (the results are shown in Fig. 5 of the main
text). This accuracy is acceptable for most kinetic studies of biomolecular interactions.
2. Solutions to ordinary differential equations for mass transfer in zones A* and C*
System of linear differential equations (S21) has a critical point located at the origin in the
phase plane (A*a, C*a) (Fig. S2). Similarly, system of equations (S22) has a critical point located
at the origin in the plane (A*c, C*c).

Sa Ca*

Sa
0

Aa*

Figure S2. Qualitative phase portrait of system (S21). Its solutions are depicted by black lines in
the plane ( Aa* , Ca* ) . Arrows show directions in which time increases. The thick straight lines
represent solutions that satisfy the first condition from (S27). Rays OSa and OSa intersect at a
right angle if Kd = B. The ray OSa corresponds to the special solution (S34) and, therefore,
tan Aa* 0Sa   a . The phase portrait of system (S22) looks similar.
S5

Let us denote eigenvalues of (S21) as a  and eigenvalues of (S21) as c  . These
eigenvalues satisfy quadratic equations that follow from (S21) and (S22):




3Bk
3 
0
 a  
tsep 
tsep

(S23)





3k
3 
 c     0
tsep 
tsep

(S24)

a2   Bk  k 

c2   Bk  k 

Roots of (S23) and (S24) are determined by expressions:
2

1
3
a    Bk  k 

2
tsep


1
3  3Bk
 
 Bk  k 
 
4
tsep 
tsep


1
3
c    Bk  k 

2
tsep


1
3  3k
 
 Bk  k 
 
4
t
tsep
sep 



(S25)

2

(S26)

Here, plus and minus signs in subscripts (at a  and c  ) correspond, respectively, to plus and
minus signs in front of the radicals. Obviously, both eigenvalues a  are real, distinct and
negative. The same is true for eigenvalues c  . Therefore, both critical points are improper
stable nodes.1,2 All solutions to system (S21) approach the point Aa*  0, Ca*  0 and all solutions
to system (S22) approach the point Ac*  0, Cc*  0 (Fig. S2). In physical terms, such a behavior
means that peaks A* and C* gradually decrease and eventually disappear with increasing time.
As a result of this relaxation process, all compounds A* and C* will be distributed over the
“bridge”. It is well known that solutions to a system of two ordinary differential equations can
approach an improper stable node with distinct eigenvalues only in two directions.1,2 Therefore,
we have at t  :
Ca* (t )
 a   const ,
Aa* (t )

Ac* (t )
 c   const .
Cc* (t )

(S27)

where the plus and minus signs in subscripts correspond to these different directions. Only nonnegative values of  a  and  c  can describe physical processes since concentrations of A* and
C* are non-negative quantities. This non-negativity condition for  a  and  c  fixes one possible
direction in each node. Systems (S21) and (S22) have special solutions that satisfy (S27) at all
t  0 rather than at t  . They correspond to straight lines in the phase planes ( Aa* , Ca* ) and
( Ac* , Cc* ) (Fig. S2). To find such solutions, we have to substitute Ca* (t )   a  Aa* (t ) into system

S6

(S21) and to substitute Ac* (t )  cCc* (t ) into system (S22). As a result, the following quadratic
equations for  a  and  c  can be obtained:

3 
ka2   Bk  k 
a   Bk  0

tsep 
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3 
Bk c2   k   Bk  
c   k   0

t
sep


Roots of these equations are determined by expressions
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4
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(S31)

and
1
c  
Bk

The plus signs in front of the radicals obviously correspond to positive roots  a  a  and
c  c  . Expressions (S30) and (S31) for these roots can be rewritten as follows:

a 

Bk  a
 0,
k

c 

k   c
 0,
Bk

(S32)

where a  a  and c  c  . Given expression (S25) and (S26) for a  and c  , we also have:

a     2 

3Bk
3k
, c     2   ,  
tsep
tsep

1
3
 Bk  k 
2
tsep


 .


(S33)

Finally, direct substitutions of expressions:
Aa*  N a exp(a t ), Ca*   a N a exp( a t ) ,

(S34)

and
Ac*   c N c exp( c t ), Cc*  N c exp( c t )

(S35)

into equations (S21) and (S22), respectively, show that (S34) and (S35) are solutions to these
equations. Here, N a and Nc are constant coefficients that relate to initial amounts A0* and C0* of
compounds A* and C* in the plug:
N a   c N c  A0* ,

 a N a  N c  C0* .

(S36)

S7

Obviously, solutions (S34) and (S35) also satisfy conditions (S27) with positive values of
constants. These solutions are represented by the ray OSa in Fig. S2 and by a similar ray (that
should be denoted as OSc ) in the phase portrait of system (S22).
If tsep << teq, we have from definitions (S33) for  and (S19) for tsep and teq:
12tsep
4t
3Bk
12 Bk


 sep  1
(S37)
2
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2
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(S38)

In this case, expressions (S33) can be expanded in small parameter tsep/teq. As a result, we obtain
the following asymptotic relations (to the first order in tsep/teq ):
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3Bk
3Bk  3Bk 
a     1 

 Bk  1 
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2
2
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 3teq
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  Bk  1 
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1


 tsep
  k  1 

 3teq
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(S39)

(S40)

Therefore, a and c approach Bk and k , respectively, if the ratio tsep/teq approaches zero. At
small values of tsep/teq we obtain:

a  Bk , c  k

(tsep / teq  1) ,

(S41)

Relations (S32) – (S35) and (S41) are identical to relations (8) – (14) in the main text.
Given (S25) and (S26), the following inequalities are fulfilled for the absolute values of
eigenvalues:

a 
 1,
a 

c 
1.
c 

(S42)

Therefore, using a general theory of dynamic systems,1,2 we can conclude that all (but two)
solutions to system (S21) approach the critical point of (S21) in the same direction as the special
solution (S34) (Fig. S2). Similarly, all (but two) solutions to system (S22) approach the critical
point of (S22) in the same direction as the special solution (S35). Thus, solutions (S34) and (S35)
are stable. Actually, the ratios (S37) are significantly larger than unity (for example, they are
more than 5.83 at Kd = B). Because of this fact, the convergence of other solutions to the special
solutions (S34) and (S35) occurs relatively quickly (Fig. S2). As a result, special solutions can be
considered good candidates to describe processes of relaxation of peaks A* and C*. One could
expect that they describe the relaxation that occurs at the maximum speed and, therefore, takes
place in reality.
3. Determination of the rate constants k+ and k– based on the total amounts of the
mixture of A* and C* in zones A* and C*
S8

Taking into account (S34) and (S35), we have:

La (ta1 )  Aa*  Ca*  1  a  N a exp(a ta1 ), Lc (tc1 )  Ac*  Cc*  1  c  N c exp(ctc1 ),

(S43)

La (ta 2 )  Aa*  Ca*  1  a  N a exp(a ta 2 ), Lc (tc 2 )  Ac*  Cc*  1  c  N c exp(ctc 2 ) .

(S44)

Here La and Lc are the total amounts of the label (or the mixture of A* and C*) in zones A* and
C*, respectively; ta1 and ta 2 are two different times at which La is measured; similarly, tc1 and
tc 2 are two (other) different times at which Lc is measured. It is obvious from relations (S43) and
(S44) that:
La (ta1 )
 exp  a (ta 2  ta1 )  ,
La (ta 2 )

Lc (tc1 )
 exp  c (tc 2  tc1 )  .
Lc (tc 2 )

(S45)

By solving (S45) with respect to a and c , we obtain the following expressions for them in
terms of the measurable quantities ( La , Lc , ta1 , ta 2 , tc1 , tc 2 ):

a 

L (t )
L (t )
1
1
ln a a1 , c 
ln c c1 .
ta 2  ta1 La (ta 2 )
tc 2  tc1 Lc (tc 2 )

(S46)

They coincide with relations (17) from the main text. On the other hand, a and c can be
expressed in terms of rate constants, k  and k , using (S33). Remarkably, to determine k  and
k , we actually do not need to solve algebraic equations (S33) containing radicals. The rate
constants can be easily expressed in terms of a and c , using relations (S23) and (S24). The
latter form a system of liner algebraic equations with respect to k  and k . By adding up (S23)
and (S24), we obtain an equation that can be readily solved with respect to Bk   k   1 teq . As a
result,
3  a  c   tsep  a2  c2 
1
.
 Bk  k 
teq
3  tsep  a  c 

(S47)

Then, by solving (S23) and (S24) with respect to Bk and k , we finally obtain:
 tsep
Bk  1 
 3t
eq



 tsep
2
 a  tsep a , k  1 

 3teq


2
 c  tsep c .


(S48)

Here, 1 teq is presumed to be expressed in terms of a and c , using (S47). Solutions (S47) and
(S48) coincide with relations (18) – (20) in the main text. It is obvious from (S46) – (S48) that
the rate constants are completely determined by La (ta1 ) La (ta 2 ) and Lc (tc1 ) Lc (tc 2 ) , i.e. by the ratios
of the amounts of the label (or the mixture of A* and C*) measured at two different times in
zones A* and C*. Total amounts La and Lc in (S46) can be replaced by total signals L fa and
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L fc from zones A* and C*, respectively, as it is explained in the main text. Then ratios
L fa (ta1 ) L fa (ta 2 ) and L fc (tc1 ) L fc (tc 2 ) can be calculated using the areas of corresponding zones in
spatial or temporal propagation patterns of the label (or the mixture of A* and C*) (Fig. S1),
given the following relations between these areas:
xa

L

fa

xa
xa

L

fa

xa

ta

xc

ta

xc

( x, ta1 )dx vA  L fa ( x1 , t )dt ,

L

ta

xc

ta

xc

( x, ta 2 )dx vA  L fa ( x2 , t )dt ,

tc

fc

L

( x, tc1 )dx vC  L fc ( x1 , t )dt ,

(S49)

tc

tc

fc

( x, tc 2 )dx vC  L fc ( x2 , t )dt

(S50)

tc

Here, ta and ta are moments of time in the temporal propagation pattern of zone A*
corresponding to the boundaries xa and xa in its spatial propagation pattern. Similarly, tc and
tc are moments of time in the temporal propagation pattern of zone C* corresponding to the

boundaries xc and xc in its spatial propagation pattern. Obviously, ta  ta and tc  tc since
right boundaries xa and xc reach the detector earlier than corresponding left boundaries xa and xc .
The above considerations are based on definitions of the right and left boundaries ( xa and xc ) for
zones A* and C*, respectively, that lead to relations (S20). These “inner” boundaries of zones
A* and C* could be defined in some other way, for example, as coordinates of the local
minimums in the concentration of the label (or the mixture of A* and C*) (Fig. S1). These
minimums can be found at the flanks of the “bridge” connecting zones A* and C*. Let us assume
that widths Wa and Wc of such redefined zones A* and C* remain approximately constant with
time but differ significantly from W. Then, the above results will remain valid after the following
modification. If Wa Wc one should just use Wa or Wc (instead of W ) in definition (S19) for tsep.
In more general case, when Wa and Wc vary considerably, different separation times:
ta 

Wa
Wc
, tc 
vC  vA
vC  vA

(S51)

should be used in zones A* and C*, respectively. Thus, all above results related to zone A* will
hold true if tsep is replaced with ta in the corresponding equations. Similarly, results related to
zone C* will hold true if tsep is replaced with tc. However, expressions (S47) and (S48) for the
rate constants cannot be modified in such a way. Indeed, to derive (S47) and (S48), we used the
fact that both (S23) and (S24) contain the same parameter tsep . It should be replaced with ta (in
equation (S23) or with tc (in equation (S24)), if the widths Wa and Wc of zones A* and C* are
different. After such a modification of equations (S23) and (S24), their solutions cannot be found
by the simple way described. Instead, one should apply Cramer’s rule.3 As a result, expressions
for Bk and k become more cumbersome. Moreover, this procedure requires complex
processing of experimental data to identify boundaries of zones A* and C*.
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